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Information Sharing

**NEW: Approved Resolutions | Special Meeting of the ICANN Board | 28 June 2024**

Please find the Approved Resolutions from the 28 June 2024 Special meeting of the ICANN Board [here].

---

**NEW: ICANN to Place .Nowruz Into Emergency Back-End Registry Operator Program**

An EBERO provider may be temporarily activated if a gTLD registry operator is at risk of failing to sustain any of the five critical registry functions.

[Read more.]

---

**NEW: Implementation Oversight Team seeks input on IRP Supplementary Procedures**

The Independent Review Process (IRP) Implementation Oversight Team (IOT) seeks input on the IRP rules regarding Initiation, Panel selection, Time for Filing, Translation, Consolidation, Intervention, and Amicus.

[Read more.]
NEW: Asia Pacific Internet Governance Academy (APIGA) 2024

The Asia Pacific Internet Governance Academy (APIGA) aims to develop youth leaders’ understanding of the Internet and its ecosystem.

Date: Monday 8 July 2024 (01:00 UTC) - Friday 12 July 2024 (01:00 UTC)

Read more.

---------------

NEW: Trusted Internet Summer School on Internet Governance and International Law

The summer school will be held fully residentially in Lodz, Poland, from 8 to 12 July 2024, focusing on the theme "Low Earth Orbit Satellites and Data Transfers: Ensuring a Trusted Internet."

Date: Monday 8 July 2024 (07:00 UTC) - Friday 12 July 2024 (07:00 UTC)

Read more.

---------------

NEW: ICANN Outreach Program, Dhaka Bangladesh

ICANN Outreach Program in Dhaka, Bangladesh being organised by EyHost and BTRC.

Date: Wednesday 10 July 2024 (05:00 UTC) - Friday 12 July 2024 (05:00 UTC)

Read more.

---------------

Action Items

ICANN Opens Nomination Period for Dr. Tarek Kamel Award for Capacity Building

The ICANN Board will evaluate a shortlist of candidates and determine the recipient of this year’s award. Please submit nominations via this nomination form by 29 July 2024 23:59 UTC.

Read more.

---------------

Public Comment

NEW Summary Report: Proposed Bylaws Updateds to Limit Access to Accountability Mechanisms

NEW Public Comment: IRP-IOT – Proposed updates to the IRP Supplementary Procedures
Open for Submissions: 03 July 2024
Closed for Submissions: 16 September 2024

Han Script Single Character IDN Generic Top-Level Domains
Open for Submissions: 27 June 2024
Closed for Submissions: 16 August 2024

See upcoming proceedings.

See other public consultations.